Houses have numbers instead of names. Firefighters and police use those numbers to find houses in an emergency so they can help you. The number you see on the front of your house is your home’s first name. The street name or number is your home’s last name. The home’s first name and last name together make up your address. This house’s first name is: **5677 (first) Piringer Street SW (last).**

Have a grown up write your house’s name (address) on the lines below. Read it out loud.

**First Name**

(House number)

**Last Name**

(Street)

Now copy your address. Color the house above the same colors as your home.

A message to parents and caregivers:
Help us help you - please make sure your house numbers are visible from the street and help your child learn his/her address and phone number. Hang this sheet up near your phone while your child is learning.

Montgomery County Fire and Rescue Service
www.mcfrs.org